CHSE Linkedin Testimonials


Elizabeth V., Manager of Medical Records/Security Privacy Officer at Maryellen Romano MD
Greater New York City Area

As someone who works in the medical field obtaining my HIPAA training certification was very important to me. The training offered was cost effective, fast and convenient. I was amazed at how easily I was able to retain the information presented to me. This really prepares you for what you will be seeing everyday in the medical field and I'm glad I was trained to know how to tackle each situation as it comes to me. I would highly recommend this to anyone in the medical field.

March 28, 2014 · Flag

www.linkedin.com/pub/elizabeth-velotta/38/915/749

David P., Principal Consultant Cloud Services at Terremark a Verizon Company-
Healthcare at Terremark
Washington D.C. Metro Area

This CHSE training course was detailed, easy to follow and highly effective. I am glad for resources like this and recommend anyone in the Healthcare and Technology field to take this course.

March 1, 2013 · Flag

www.linkedin.com/pub/david-park/6/287/62a
Rebecca M., Strategist/Founder at Practice Manager Solutions
Orlando, Florida Area

The CHSE course offered by Supremus Group is detailed, full of content and comes complete with course materials that are easy to read and understand.

November 13, 2013 • Flag

www.linkedin.com/in/rebmorehead

Jennifer K., Senior Director, Application Development at DentalOne Partners
Cleveland/Akron, Ohio Area

As a newly appointed HIPAA Security Officer earlier this year, this training afforded me all of the information I needed to know, and in a format that was convenient for me to complete at my own pace.

December 19, 2013 • Flag

www.linkedin.com/pub/jennifer-kalan/12/a08/246

Althea D., IT audit manager/risk/compliance consultant at Ahochad Services
Greater New York City Area

This training is great!! so much to cover and learn.

June 27, 2013 • Flag

www.linkedin.com/pub/althea-da-silva/0/bb2/b5a

Wil R., Consultant at Chicago Technology Group
Greater Chicago Area

I highly recommend the Supremus Group for all your HIPAA training needs. They have a well planned out structure to their courses and it was easy to follow. Bob Mehta is also a pleasure to deal with. Bob and his team were very responsive to all my emails and provided excellent customer service when needed.

February 20, 2014 • Flag

www.linkedin.com/in/wilroman
Scott B., Client Executive at Verizon Enterprise Solutions  
Indianapolis, Indiana Area

If you work with healthcare customers in the IT field, then you need to attend CHSE training. There are a number of regulations that—from a consultant or solution design perspective—you can help your customers to understand. From putting disaster recovery solutions in place that are compliant with the HIPAA guidelines to entering into Business Associate Agreements—the HIPAA training is all geared towards helping your clients mitigate their risk, increasing their revenue streams and ensuring they are compliant with all aspects of the HIPAA security rule. The training is specific, detailed, organized and well worth the time. There’s more information for you to review than you would have thought and at the end of the day the CHSE training will undoubtedly better prepare you to serve your healthcare customers.  

February 16, 2013 • Flag

www.linkedin.com/in/scottblake1

Fahad A., Network Infrastructure Engineer at Cobalt Talon  
Greater Atlanta Area

This is a very informative and highly useful HIPAA training. HIPAA training from Supremus group offers a great insight into IT security and policies.

December 23, 2013 • Flag

www.linkedin.com/pub/fahad-abbas/6/a66/601

Daniel R., Customer Support Manager at Aerospace Technologies Group  
West Palm Beach, Florida Area

It is a great pleasure to recommend the Certified HIPAA Security Expert course offered by Supremus Group and Bob Mehta. The course is thorough and the support is nothing less than exceptional. I now possess and will deploy the needed skills and knowledge for an effective program.

July 25, 2013 • Flag

www.linkedin.com/pub/daniel-roulan/60/ba7/512

Michael S., Systems Administrator at Juliette Fowler Homes, Inc.  
Dallas/Fort Worth Area

HIPAA and HITECH regulations are an ever growing presence within health care IT. The problem that I had and I guess many others face is getting caught up. HIPAA started in 1996 and appears to be snowballing with new regulations. Being new to the health care side of IT, I was overwhelmed. Attending the CHSE course provided me with the tools and knowledge to get caught up with rulings and I learned how to stay ahead of this ever maturing administrative process. I would highly recommend attending.

February 28, 2013 • Flag

www.linkedin.com/in/michael-schulman-72
Joe G., Owner at Dynamic Software Group
Greater Detroit Area

Being a consultant in the HealthIT field, it is imperative that I know and understand HIPAA compliance and rules. HIPAA can be overwhelming at first and hard to understand. Taking the course through HIPAA Training made it easy and efficient for me to understand. I would highly recommend taking their courses as a way to learn on your own time and fully grasp the requirements set forth for this industry.

April 16, 2013 • Flag

www.linkedin.com/in/joegomezdynamic

Erin S., CEO at EFS Medical Consulting
Redding, California Area

I enthusiastically recommend Bob Mehta and his Supremus Group for any or all HIPAA-related training. Their CHSE training is presented in easily understood units, narrated by a well-informed teacher, using excellent graphics, reference materials and linkages to more learning resources. There are comprehension tests at the end of each unit, and a Certification Practice Test at the end. You can re-take any unit and unit test as many times as you need and Bob is just a quick keystroke away.

November 18, 2013 • Flag

www.linkedin.com/pub/erin-stevenson-m-a-chse/1b/6a1/1a2

Robb M., Consultant - Innovation Enablement at Verizon Enterprise Solutions Group
Sacramento, California Area

January 31, 2013 • Flag

www.linkedin.com/pub/robb-mueggenburg/9/0/415

Bradley R., Principal SME - Cybersecurity, Intel, and Risk at Verizon
Greater Minneapolis-St. Paul Area

June 25, 2013 • Flag

www.linkedin.com/in/bradrossiter
Certified HIPAA Security Expert (CHSE)

Product Overview

This HIPAA Security course will help you to understand the HIPAA regulation requirement for Security rule & denial, overview on HIPAA privacy rule and guide you on how to help your organization achieve HIPAA compliance. Our training is updated in accordance with the HIPAA regulation because of the Health Information Technology for Economic and Clinical Health (HITECH) Act which forms a part of the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 or ARRA and Omnibus rule of 2013. Otherwise, the training equips a student for the HIPAA certification and for Certification (CHSE).

All Recommendations

Elizabeth V., Manager of Medical Records/Security Privacy Officer at Maryelen Romeno MD
Greater New York City Area

As someone who works in the medical field obtaining my HIPAA training certification was very important to me. The training offered was cost-effective, fast and convenient. I was amazed at how easy I was able to retain the information presented to me. This really prepares you for what you will be seeing everyday in the medical field and I'm glad I was trained to know how to tackle each situation as it comes to me. I would highly recommend this to anyone in the medical field.

March 28, 2014 - Flag

Michael S., Systems Administrator at Juliette Fowler Homes, Inc.
Dallas-Fort Worth Area

HIPAA and HITECH regulations are an ever growing presence within health care IT. The problem that I am and I suspect many others face is getting caught up in HIPAA. Started in 1896 and appears to be insurmountable with new regulations. Everyone has to be compliant with the rules and knowledge to get caught up with them and learn how to stay ahead of this ever changing administrative process. I would highly recommend attending.

February 23, 2013 - Flag

Fahad A., Network Infrastructure Engineer at C21st Talion
Greater Atlanta Area

This is a very informative and highly useful HIPAA training. HIPAA training from Supremus group offers a great insight into IT security and privacy.

December 30, 2013 - Flag

Get more info:

Certified HIPAA Security Expert (CHSE)
Visit our website »
Contact Us

Get Free CHSE Practice Test by referring this page
Refer to this page in comment section when you check out in our shopping cart.
Kevin A., Founder at Defense Manufacturing & Supply LLC

Washington D.C. Metro Area

As an IT consultant in the Health Care Industry concentrating specifically on COTS software on HIPAA HIT/HITECH-related requirements, my firm strongly recommends that healthcare organizations certified and follow with a CHSE certification. Our team performed an extensive due diligence on HIPAA training modules and certification sites and the selection of HIPAA Training net. http://www.hipaatraining.net was a unanimous choice. The web portal for the course was quite easy to navigate and the instructions for each section were clearly in line with the particular area of expertise. Clearly I strongly recommend these course offerings and to a veteran of various on-line courses this is by far the most professional and comprehensive course I have taken.

March 5, 2014 - Flag

Scott B., Client Executive at Vention Enterprise Solutions

Indianapolis, Indiana Area

If you work with healthcare customers in the IT field, then you need to attend CHSE training. There are a large number of regulations - from a consultant or solution design perspective, you can help your customers to understand how to comply. From fully disaster recovery solutions in place that are HIPAA compliant, the CHSE training is an excellent tool for helping your clients integrate their role, increasing their revenue streams and ensuring they are compliant with all aspects of the HIPAA security rule. The training is specific, detailed, organized, and well worth the time. There is more information for you to review than you would have thought and at the end of the day the CHSE training will undoubtedly better prepare you to serve your healthcare customers.

February 16, 2013 - Flag

Rebecca M., Strategic Founder at Practice Manager Solutions

Orlando, Florida Area

The CHSE course offered by Supremus Group is detailed, full of content and comes complete with course materials that are easy to read and understand.

November 13, 2013 - Flag

Daniel R., Customer Support Manager at Aerospace Technologies Group

West Palm Beach, Florida Area

It is a great pleasure to recommend the Certified HIPAA Security Expert course offered by Supremus Group and BDO. As a certified CHSE, this course is thorough and the support is nothing less than exceptional. I own possess and will deploy the needed skills and knowledge for an effective program.

July 20, 2013 - Flag

Joe G., Owner at Dynamic Software Group

Greater Detroit Area

Being a consultant in the Health IT field, it is imperative that I know and understand HIPAA compliance and rules. HIPAA can be overwhelming at first and hard to understand. Taking the course through Supremus Training made it easy and efficient for me to understand. I would highly recommend taking the courses in a way to learn on your own time and fully grasp the requirements set forth for this industry.

April 16, 2013 - Flag
course through HIPAA Training made it easy and efficient for me to understand. I would highly recommend taking their courses as a way to learn on your own time and fully grasp the requirements set forth for the industry.

Jennifer K., Senior Director, Application Development at DentalOne Partners Cleveland/Huron, Ohio Area

As a newly appointed HIPAA Security Officer earlier this year, this training afforded me all of the information I needed to know, and in a format that was convenient for me to complete at my own pace.

December 16, 2013 - Flag

Scottie F., IT Security Manager at Aflac Columbus, Georgia Area

This is great training delivered in an easy to follow format.

February 5, 2013 - Flag

Daniel R., Customer Support Manager at Aerospace Technologies Group West Palm Beach, Florida Area

It is a great pleasure to recommend the Certified HIPAA Security Expert course offered by Supervisr Group and BizNetia. The course is thorough and the support is nothing short than exceptional. I am possessive and will display the needed skills and knowledge for an effective program.

July 25, 2013 - Flag

Rebecca M., Strategist/Founder at Practice Manager Solutions Orlando, Florida Area

The CHSE course offered by Supervisr Group is detailed, full of content and comes complete with course materials that are easy to read and understand.

November 13, 2013 - Flag

David P., Principal Consultant Cloud Services at Terremark a Verizon Company-Healthcare at Terremark Washington D.C. Metro Area

This CHSE training course was detailed, easy to follow and highly effective. I am glad for resources like this and recommend anyone in the Healthcare and Technology field to take this course.

March 1, 2013 - Flag

Jennifer K., Senior Director, Application Development at DentalOne Partners Cleveland/Huron, Ohio Area

Get Free CHSE Practice Test by referring this page

Refer to this page in comment section when you check out in our shopping cart.
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March 1, 2013 - Flag

Jennifer K, Senior Director, Application Development at DentalOne Partners
Cleveland/Akron, Ohio Area

As a newly appointed HIPAA Security Officer earlier this year, this training afforded me all of the
information I needed to know, and in a format that was convenient for me to complete at my own pace.

December 19, 2013 - Flag

Michael L, IT Administrator at Cobalt Takton
Kansas City, Missouri Area

In today’s healthcare environment, security and privacy are key requirements and there is no
better place to get the expanded knowledge needed than from the Certified HIPAA Security Expert
course from Sympex Group. Whether you are an IT Security guy or a healthcare professional
this course will fit your HIPAA training needs.

December 10, 2013 - Flag

Robb B, Consultant - Innovation Enablement at Verizon Enterprise Solutions Group
Sacramento, California Area

January 31, 2013 - Flag

Bradley R, Principal SME - Cybersecurity, Intel, and Risk at Verizon
Minneapolis-St. Paul Area

People Also Recommend
- Certified HIPAA Privacy Expert (CHPE)
- Certified HIPAA Certification - Certified HIPAA Privacy Associate (CHPA)
- Certified HIPAA Privacy Security Expert (CHPSE)
- Online Training and Certification